
The Home Building Act and Your Rights

The Home Building Act 1989 (NSW) is a legislation in NSW, Australia that outlines the rights and
responsibilities of homeowners and builders during the construction process. This legislation
safeguards both parties and guarantees safe and efficient construction projects. In this article, we
will delve into the key aspects of the Act that homeowners need to be aware of to protect their
rights and interests.

Understanding Your Rights Under the Home Building Act 1989

Under the Home Building Act 1989, homeowners in New South Wales (NSW) have several rights
that protect them during and after the construction process. These rights include:

● The right to have building work performed in a proper and workmanlike manner
● The right to have the work completed within a reasonable time frame
● The right to have the work performed in accordance with the plans and specifications
● The right to a warranty period of six years for major defects and two years for all other

defects
● The right to obtain compensation from the builder for incomplete or defective work
● The right to make a claim against the Home Building Compensation Fund (HBCF) for

incomplete or defective work when the builder is insolvent, deceased, or missing.

It is important to note that the warranty periods for different types of building work can vary. For
example, for structural defects, the warranty period is six years, while for non-structural defects, it
is two years. The homeowner's right to compensation for defective or incomplete work depends on
the type of defect and the stage of construction at which it is discovered.

The Home Building Compensation Fund (HBCF) is a statutory insurance scheme that provides
homeowners with protection in the event that their builder becomes insolvent, deceased, or
missing. The scheme covers residential building work valued over $20,000 and ensures that
homeowners have access to the necessary funds to complete the work or rectify defects.
Understanding the role of the HBCF is essential for homeowners to protect their rights and avoid
potential financial losses.

Verifying Builder Licenses and Insurance

The process of verifying builder licenses and insurance is a crucial step for homeowners before
entering into a contract with a builder. Doing so can help protect homeowners from potentially
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costly and time-consuming legal battles that can arise from engaging with an unlicensed or
uninsured builder.

Before entering into a contract with a builder, homeowners should ensure that the builder is
licensed by checking the builder's license number on the NSW Fair Trading website. Additionally,
homeowners should request a copy of the builder's insurance policy and ensure that it is
up-to-date and provides adequate coverage.

Engaging with an unlicensed or uninsured builder can have severe consequences. For example, if
a homeowner engages with an unlicensed builder, they may not be able to claim compensation
from the HBCF in the event of defective or incomplete work. If a homeowner engages with an
uninsured builder, they may be held liable for any damages or injuries that occur on the worksite.

To protect themselves from unlicensed or uninsured builders, homeowners should take the
following steps:

● Check the builder's license and insurance before entering into a contract.
● Request a copy of the builder's insurance policy and ensure that it provides adequate

coverage.
● Consider engaging with builders who are members of industry bodies, such as the Housing

Industry Association or the Master Builders Association, as they often have strict
membership requirements and codes of conduct that members must follow.

By taking these steps, homeowners can help ensure that they engage with licensed and insured
builders who are capable of providing quality work and protecting their interests.

Your Contractual Rights

The Home Building Act 1989 (NSW) provides homeowners with specific contractual rights when
entering into a building contract. It is essential to have a written contract that outlines the scope of
work, payment terms, and timeline. This contract serves as a legal agreement between the
homeowner and the builder, and it can be used as evidence in court if a dispute arises.

It is crucial to include all essential details in the contract, such as the cost of the building work, the
quality of materials to be used, and the start and completion dates of the work. The contract should
also specify what happens if the work is not completed on time, or if there are defects in the
building work.

If a dispute arises between the homeowner and the builder, the contract should have a dispute
resolution process in place. The process can be mediation, negotiation, or court action. The Home
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Building Act also provides for the appointment of an independent expert to resolve disputes in
certain circumstances.

Having a well-written building contract that outlines all terms and conditions can help avoid
misunderstandings and disputes. It is always recommended to seek legal advice before entering
into a building contract.

Breach of Contract and Remedies

If a builder breaches a building contract, homeowners may have legal remedies available to them
under the Home Building Act. Breach of contract can occur in many ways, such as failing to
complete work on time, using poor quality materials, or failing to adhere to agreed-upon
specifications.

In the case of a breach, homeowners have the right to terminate the contract and seek damages
for any losses suffered as a result of the breach. Homeowners should document the breach and
keep accurate records of all communication and payments made. It is essential to seek legal
advice before terminating a contract or making any claims for damages.

In addition, if a builder is found to be in breach of the Home Building Act, they may face disciplinary
action, including the suspension or revocation of their license. This underscores the importance of
ensuring that the builder has a valid license and insurance before entering into a contract.

Protecting Your Rights as a Homeowner under the Home Building
Act 1989

In conclusion, the Home Building Act is a crucial piece of legislation that provides homeowners
with important rights and protections when engaging with builders. By understanding these rights
and taking the necessary steps to verify builder licenses and insurance, enter into written
contracts, and document any breaches or defects, homeowners can ensure they are protected in
the event of any issues or disputes with their builder. As a construction lawyer with over 10 years of
experience, I strongly advise all homeowners to take these steps seriously and protect their
investments.

To help homeowners with verifying builder licenses and insurance, we have created a "Builder
License and Insurance Verification Checklist" that can be downloaded from our website. This
checklist can assist homeowners in ensuring they have checked all necessary information before
entering into a contract with a builder.
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